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ai transforms customer experience (cx)

Injecting artificial intelligence (AI) into your business processes can transform customer 
experience (CX) by helping you predict customer behaviors with richer context and deeper 
insight. When optimizing CX with AI, you will likely ask:

•	 “How can I use AI to design and improve CX?”

•	 “What AI approaches do I need to know to operationalize a CX program?”

•	 “How do I balance human insight and machine-generated prediction to optimize CX?”

•	 “How can I finetune and measure the impact of CX on revenue, cost, productivity, NPS® and 

other key performance indicators (KPI)?”

Research from Forrester shows 12 AI-enabled use cases to help you answer these questions 
and prioritize CX investments for increased business impact.

predicting hoW your customers sense, think and act

AI is a set of technologies that augment humans’ ability to sense, think and act. The use of 
AI has advanced to a point where disruptive technologies can help transform the customer 
experience by enabling organizations to target and personalize their offers, and differentiate 
themselves against the competition. With AI, you can more accurately predict how customers 
in different segments will behave, and can prescribe the best next actions and most 
appropriate offers. 

In addition, AI helps to improve CX measurement by uncovering patterns, trends and 
correlations in data that human analysts are likely to overlook. Increasingly, CX professionals 
(pros) are learning how to apply data science to their domain, understand which algorithm to 
use for a specific scenario, and recommend what data to feed into an algorithm. 

On the flip-side, AI is better applied to business when humans interpret and apply its results. 
Armed with predictive insights and prescriptive responses, CX pros can design a program 
where front-line workers can readily enhance customer experiences. 

For example, you can infuse AI-enabled predictions into your application development 
processes to directly influence both your customers and frontline workers. As shown in 
Figure 1 from the Forrester report, technological advancements have made it easier for 
organizations to utilize image, videos, speech and text for sensing, machine learning and 
deep learning for thinking, and natural language generation for acting.
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tracking and driving cx action

To put these AI technologies into action, let’s look at CX measurement programs in two ways. The first is 
to track and analyze what happens when customers interact with their brand, how they perceive those 
interactions, and what they do as a result. The second is to communicate CX metrics with actionable 
insights to employees and business partners.

Forrester research cites 12 AI-enabled use cases that can fall into the following four categories:

1. ai provides greater insight into unstructured data—speech, images and video—and more 
sophisticated emotion analysis. According to the Forrester report, only 40 percent of CX pros say 
they quantify unstructured text feedback. Most traditional text analytics approaches struggle to 
correctly identify sentiment when the literal meaning of the text is different than what customers want 
to express (for example, sarcasm or humble brags). AI is proving to be a much more effective tool for 
these use cases.

Artificial Intelligence Is A Set Of Technologies That Mimic Humans’ 
Ability To Sense, Think, And Act
The AI Revolution In CX Measurement

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction, citation, or distribution prohibited.139691
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Additionally, deep learning algorithms are more accurate than traditional techniques in transcribing 
speech to text. AI algorithms can handle the high levels of complexity and large data volumes created 
by transcription tasks. As a result, AI is able to bring to bear all relevant information to improve 
transcription quality: for example, what was spoken, any auditory cues that indicate tone and 
emotion, as well as other data about the customer, the situation and the representative.

Regarding images, the number of photos shared on the internet exceeds 3.5 billion daily.  But so 
far, most CX pros aren’t tapping into this source because analyzing images and videos requires an 
insurmountably large manual coding effort. AI can handle this situation efficiently.

2. ai brings foresight from signal points, such as surveys, into conversations and interactions. 
Modern surveys must allow customers to give feedback in new, more robust and intuitive ways—for 
example, by encouraging audio comments or image and video upload. AI advances in text mining, 
speech-to-text transcription and image or video analysis enable firms to mine these new types of 
feedback for topics and sentiment in real time.

Also, according to the Forrester report, transactional surveys capture less than one in every 10 
interactions. Using AI, firms can bring together a number of different behavioral signals from different 
customer channels and transactions, and create a proxy CX measurement for a larger proportion of 
interactions. This change can result in improving customer satisfaction.

3. ai proactively finds anomalies or changing patterns to mitigate risks or identify new growth 
opportunities. Most CX pros monitor only a limited number of metrics. Using AI to parse data helps 
to highlight patterns even if CX pros aren’t actively looking for them. 

Additionally, the analysis of CX data is typically labor-intensive and slow. AI-enabled tools suggest 
areas to explore and recommend next steps to explain the results.

4. ai increases cx team productivity by adding context and empowering analysts to ask better 
questions about customers. Analysis of human-to-human interactions typically happens long after 
the experience occurs. Assistance that incorporates AI helps employees provide better CX delivery 
in real time.

Forrester cites how a health insurer used AI-enabled analysis of behavioral signals and conversational 
dynamics. The voice analytics provider delivered in-call speaking guidance to the health insurer’s 
call center agents as well as a dashboard to assist employees with self-directed training. Customers 
who spoke with agents using the AI provider reported a 28 percent higher Net Promoter Score 
(NPS).  What’s more, issue resolution improved by 6 percent, and average call time and escalations 
decreased.

As organizations increase the adoption of AI into CX programs, a scalable, enterprise-class data 
science platform is a key enabling technology for transforming customer experience. As a leader in 
The Forrester Wave™: Multimodal Predictive Analytics and Machine Learning, Q3 2018, IBM Watson® 
Studio has been the choice of platform for organizations that are seeking to put AI to work for 
business. 

https://www.forrester.com/report/The+Forrester+Wave+Multimodal+Predictive+Analytics+And+Machine+Learning+Solutions+Q3+2018/-/E-RES141374
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Key Takeaways
cx pros must understand ai to determine its 
potential for cx measurement programs
CX pros who own CX measurement programs 
should look to AI to make their programs more 
effective and efficient. They should start by 
understanding that AI is not general-purpose 
intelligence, it’s broader than deep learning, and 
making AI work requires training and relies on 
humans.

ai can improve how cx pros track cx data 
and drive cx action
AI use cases include tracking CX using new 
types of data at scale (think images, videos, 
and speech); analyzing emotions; fielding 
conversational surveys; predicting CX quality 
instead of surveying; mining insights across data 
sources; shortening time-to-insights; identifying 
emerging CX issues; augmenting employees in 
real time; and helping stakeholders engage with 
CX metrics.

to prepare, cx pros need new and old skills
CX pros must keep abreast of developments 
in AI while working with analytics and privacy 
colleagues to ensure high-quality, unbiased 
insights. What’s more, using AI will create more 
data and insights and therefore will require a more 
disciplined process of prioritizing CX issues and 

driving CX improvement actions.

Why Read This Report
AI technologies have the potential to make 
customer experience (CX) measurement 
programs more effective and efficient. CX 
professionals who don’t pay attention to the 
current AI revolution will be unable to leverage 
rapidly evolving vendor offerings and end up 
with laggard programs. This report identifies 12 
promising use cases for AI in CX measurement 
programs and highlights what CX pros must do 
now to prepare for the rapidly approaching future.
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CX Pros Must Understand AI’s Potential For CX Measurement Programs

Most CX pros who own measurement programs struggle to track CX quality and communicate insights 
that drive action.1 In fact, just 35% of CX pros we surveyed strongly agreed that they measure how 
the most important customers feel about their most important experiences.2 And only 21% of CX pros 
strongly agreed that they communicate metrics in a way that drives action. CX pros who want to make 
their programs more effective and efficient should look to the booming field of artificial intelligence (AI).3 
But because AI is both promising and poorly understood, CX pros must start now to plan for how AI 
can improve their program.

four ai must-knoWs for cx measurement program oWners

Forrester defines AI as the ability of computers to mimic humans’ capabilities to sense, think, and act.4 
When people speak of AI, they refer to several different technologies (see Figure 1).5 CX pros who think 
about using AI in their CX measurement or voice of the customer (VoC) program should know that AI:

 › is not general-purpose. AI techniques help identify patterns with greater accuracy, across new 
types of data, and at a scale that’s beyond human abilities. But AI isn’t the same as humans’ 
general-purpose intelligence that allows us to reason, make judgments, and build relationships. 
As Facebook’s former head of AI, Yann LeCun, puts it: “All you’re seeing now — all these feats 
of AI like self-driving cars, interpreting medical images, beating the world champion at Go and so 
on — these are very narrow intelligences, and they’re really trained for a particular purpose . . . In 
particular areas machines have superhuman performance, but in terms of general intelligence we’re 
not even close to a rat.”6

 › is deep learning and more. While the field of AI has been around since the 1950s, the explosion of 
data, increases in computing power, and advances in deep learning contributed to its rise over the 
past five years.7 Although firms are only starting to adopt deep learning and cognitive techniques, 
the excitement about deep learning is a critical factor in the current AI revolution: It increased the 
availability of training data, data scientists, AI tools, and funding.8 And that fueled a rise in AI use 
cases based on advanced analytics or machine learning techniques.

 › needs lots of training. AI applications require extensive training data and good algorithms to 
create effective models.9 For example, to teach an algorithm to identify cars with a broken fender, 
data scientists would train an algorithm by using annotated images of cars (e.g., no damage to 
fender, damaged fender).10 Most algorithms use supervised and semisupervised learning, which 
requires labeled training data.11 Unsupervised learning is rarer. The good news is that firms like 
Amazon Web Services (AWS), Google, IBM, Microsoft, and SAP offer algorithms, models, and data 
sets that can help with this training.12 Both CX pros and VoC vendors can build on those offerings.13 
For example, customer feedback management (CFM) vendor InMoment works with vendors like 
AWS and IBM Watson,
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 › relies on humans. Humans label the training data needed for supervised and semisupervised 
learning. Some of that labeling is outsourced to the general public — think of those Captcha tests, 
where you are asked to select images that contain street signs from a larger number of pictures. 
But there are also firms that pay humans to label training data. AI also needs data scientists to 
understand which algorithm to use for a specific scenario and what data to feed into an algorithm. 
And finally, since AI doesn’t do well when it comes to automating human reasoning, judgment, or 
engagement, AI needs humans to interpret and apply its results.

figure 1 Artificial Intelligence Is A Set Of Technologies That Mimic Humans’ Ability To Sense, Think, And Act
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AI Can Improve How CX Pros Track CX And Drive CX Action

To improve their ability to track CX and to communicate insights that drive actions, CX pros should 
explore 12 AI use cases for their firms (see Figure 2).

figure 2 12 AI Use Cases That Have The Potential To Transform CX Measurement Programs

use ai to track cx more effectively and efficiently

In theory, CX professionals could rely on huge amounts of data from many data sources to track 
experiences.14 But CX measurement programs still rely mostly on one source of data — customer 
surveys — while leaving other data unused. What’s more, surveys are prone to a multitude of problems, 
like the increasing difficulty in getting a sufficiently large sample size. AI holds the potential to address 
these issues, if CX professionals:

1. mine text data more effectively, at scale. Only 40% of CX pros say they quantify unstructured 
text feedback.15 That’s not surprising, because mining text is human resource intensive. For 
example, most customer-facing text analytics platforms rely on rules-based approaches to identify 
topics and sentiment.16 Analysts spend considerable time on creating these rules even though 
a model’s accuracy drops over time as topics change and language evolves, requiring ongoing 
human intervention.17 To make matters worse, most companies have to maintain several models 
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(e.g., one per data source).18 What’s more, most text analytics approaches struggle to correctly 
identify sentiment when the literal meaning of the text is different than what customers want to 
express (e.g., sarcasm or humble brags).19

Using machine learning, text analytics vendors like Clarabridge, Expert System, and Lexalytics, 
and CFM vendors like Confirmit, InMoment, and Medallia, can identify topics or sentiment that 
rules-based engines miss.20 Machine learning also helps to identify intent (e.g. intent to churn) 
and emotions or effort in text. Other advances in text analytics are based on deep learning.21 
For example, the Indian Institute of Technology developed deep learning algorithms that detect 
sarcasm in text, which is key to getting sentiment detection right — and very hard to do.22 Google 
saw a 60% reduction in translation errors when it switched from traditional phrase-based machine 
translation to an AI algorithm.23 That helps firms that operate in several countries (or vendors that 
support several languages) to miss less when using English-only language models.

2. find better insights in speech data. Speech data, like conversations with call center employees, 
includes valuable insights on what customers talk about as they interact with a company, how they 
talk, and how representatives of the company handle those conversations.24 Unfortunately, very few 
CX pros access the treasure trove of insights in spoken data. Those who do rely on transcripts — 
and struggle with transcript quality. But even high-quality transcripts only capture what was said. 
They miss auditory cues like a raised voice, which limits the accuracy of the analysis and the ability 
to collect data about the experience.25

Deep learning algorithms are more accurate in transcribing speech to text.26 AI models also make 
it easier to identify and implement new language patterns, helping to identify intents, topics, 
entities, and relationships in a conversation. And AI algorithms can handle the data complexity 
and volume that allow them to bring to bear all relevant information: what was spoken, auditory 
cues that indicate tone and emotion, as well as other data on the customer, the situation, and the 
representative.27 For example, Cogito uses AI to analyze behavioral signals and conversational 
dynamics in live conversations.28

3. get insights from images and video. Customers increasingly use videos and photos to interact 
both with each other and with firms. Mary Meeker’s 2016 report showed that video use on social 
media grew five times, and the number of photos shared on the internet exceeds 3.5 billion daily.29 
But so far, CX pros aren’t tapping into this source because analyzing images and videos requires 
an insurmountably large manual coding effort.

Deep learning algorithms can identify logos, objects, and actions in images and videos (see Figure 
3).30 Machine learning then helps interpret the information in context. For example, social media 
listening vendor Crimson Hexagon helped a technology firm understand how customers use its 
navigation app.31 The firm thought customers used the app primarily for directions. But Crimson 
Hexagon analyzed publicly posted images and identified those with a map as well as the client logo 
on the image. It then mined the associated hashtags and found that customers also use the app 
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for fitness (e.g., screenshot of a run or bike ride) or for sharing travel impressions (e.g., dropping a 
pin on a cool location they visited and sharing a screenshot of that on Instagram). Based on this 
insight, the technology firm identified parallel use cases and how to optimize the app experience 
for those use cases.32

4. provide sophisticated emotion analysis. Despite knowing that customer emotions strongly affect 
loyalty, few CX pros can accurately measure how customers feel.33 Of the CX pros who attempt 
it, most capture only one type of emotion signal — customers’ self-expressed feelings — by 
using scale questions in a survey or by mining customers’ written feedback.34 Very few CX pros 
measure other emotion signals like neurophysiological reactions and social-expressive behaviors. 
What’s more, emotion signals are not very valuable without context like customer demographics, 
personality, situation, prior experiences, and other emotion signals.35 That’s because there is no 
unified framework of decoding specific emotion signals.36

Machine learning and deep learning algorithms advance emotion measurement by allowing more 
effective detection of self-reported, social-expressive, and neurophysiological emotion signals at 
scale (see Figure 4).37 And because AI algorithms can handle not only more but also increasingly 
complex data and a multitude of models, analysts can build models and submodels that help 
identify emotion patterns in context.38 Because of these features, AI helps better detect emotions. 
For example, AI would correctly classify a customer visiting a website as frustrated when he has a 
big smile on his face (social-expressive behavior) and says, “can’t wait” (self-expressed feelings) if 
the algorithm also knows that the customer is failing to enter a Captcha code right now (situation), 
doesn’t like technology much (demographics), and has a history with getting frustrated with a 
website (past emotions).39

5. turn surveys into conversations. Typical CX surveys leave little room to learn what customers 
find important.40 Instead they work like interrogations, where firms force customers through a 
scripted sequence of predetermined questions.41 As customers answer the questions, they get little 
to no acknowledgment or feedback to make them feel like their issues were understood. Instead, 
the only response customers get in the moment is a meager “thank you for your feedback.” How 
disappointing, especially when survey invitations ask them to “tell us what you think” and promise 
“your feedback is important to us.”42

Modern surveys must allow customers to give feedback in new, more robust, and intuitive ways 
— for example, through encouraging audio comments or image and video upload. AI advances 
in text mining, speech-to-text transcription, and image or video analysis let firms mine that new 
feedback for topics and sentiment in real time.43 Firms can then engage in a dialogue, using follow-
up questions, apologies, or information in the moment.44 Currently, most tools use a set of rules to 
select follow-ups from a list of predefined options. But machine learning can be used to refine the 
rules over time.45 In the next two to three years, we expect fully featured conversational interface 
providers like IPsoft or [24]7.ai to offer conversational feedback as a use case. Currently, they focus 
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on homing in on a customer’s intent, but their capabilities for unscripted dialogue — using dialogue 
management and natural language understanding — will enable them to broaden conversations to 
elicit detailed feedback.46

6. use signals to predict cx scores. Transactional surveys capture less than one in every 10 
interactions.47 That’s because firms invite only a sample of customers to take the survey, and the 
response rate among the invited customers is often low.48

Using AI, firms like Cogito and Mattersight help bring together a number of different signals and 
create a proxy CX measurement for a large share of interactions.49 One of the top five property 
and casualty insurance companies works with Mattersight to automatically generate a “likelihood 
to recommend” score for nearly every call.50 To calculate a score, Mattersight’s tool mines call 
recordings for data attributes like productive interaction time, empathy level of the agent, and 
pauses during the conversation. It combines this data with other data like customer service history 
or product ownership. Mattersight reports the insights in a heat map that shows the predicted Net 
Promoter Score (NPS) as well as performance on key leading variables like customer distress and 
noninteraction time.51 As a result, Mattersight’s insurance client saw a 10-basis-point improvement 
in customer satisfaction while realizing 10% to 15% savings in performance management costs.
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figure 3 Deep Learning Uses Pattern Detection To Identify Objects In Images

Source: Adapted graphic from NVIDIA
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figure 4 AI Helps Detect Self-Reported, Social-Expressive, And Neurophysiological Emotion Signals At Scale

Types of emotion signals Examples for firms that help mine that emotion signal at scale

Self-reported feelings, e.g.:

• Responses to 
emotion-scale survey 
questions

• Free-form comments

Social-expressive behaviors, 
e.g.:

• Facial expressions

• Body language

• Voice tone/intonation

Neurophysiological activity, 
e.g.:

• Biometric markers

• Brain activity

• Adoreboard uses common-sense reasoning to detect speci�c emotions 
(like rage, joy) in text. Common-sense reasoning guesses the meaning 
of new words from context and then re�nes those guesses over time.  

• Clarabridge has used machine learning and labeled data to train an 
algorithm to identify the level of effort customers express in their written 
feedback.

• Lexalytics uses AI for emotion detection because of its ability to 
understand when to create a new, granular submodel to correctly 
identify a speci�c emotion in a speci�c context (for example, to 
distinguish between the excitement associated with “I can’t wait” when 
talking about an upcoming trip to Disney versus the frustration 
associated with these same words about an upcoming visit of a cable 
company technician).

• Affectiva, an MIT Media Lab spinout, uses facial analysis to detect 
movements in faces that are likely associated with speci�c emotions. It 
uses machine learning to �nd patterns across cues measured by 
microphones, cameras, and body sensors.

• Clicktale captures when a mouse moves, hovers, scrolls, taps, and 
pinches. It uses machine learning algorithms to identify a customer’s 
digital body language and state of mind.

• Cogito uses variables like pitch, tone, pace, vocal efforts, turn taking, 
and mimicry as input into its machine learning algorithms that identify 
when a customer is in distress.

• Health and wellness engagement platform Sharecare identi�es stress. 
Its app monitors customer calls and looks for spectral data alternations 
in the user’s voice, thus identifying fractal patterns. These fractal 
patterns help determine the user’s mindset and stress type, like worry 
or irritation. The app shows users a visual and verbal representation of 
the intensity and stress type that it detected during the call.

• Researcher Kang Lee uses thermal imaging to analyze facial blood �ow. 
This helps detect when people lie, their sentiment (positive, neutral, 
negative), and some speci�c emotion (e.g., disgust).

• mPath, an MIT Media Lab spinout, wirelessly measures changes in skin 
conductance (subtle electrical changes across the skin), which re�ect 
sympathetic nervous system activity and physiological arousal. Spikes 
in conductance can signal stress and frustration, while dips may 
indicate disinterest or boredom.
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use ai to generate insights that drive cx actions

CX pros often fail to distill the data they already collect into useful insights that motivate and enable 
stakeholders to improve CX. CX pros need to collaborate with business stakeholders and colleagues in 
analytics to define hypotheses, find the right data, run analyses across data sources, and share results. 
And once CX pros share results, they often have to go back to step one because results are not useful or 
too hard to understand for stakeholders. By the time CX pros get anywhere with this process, the insights 
may already have “perished.”52 AI holds the potential to address this issue when CX pros use it to:

7. find insights across data sources. CX pros often ask how to make sense of customer feedback 
from different data sources like surveys, social media, call center notes, or recordings. What’s 
more, they need to connect this feedback to financial, operational, and customer profile data.53 
However, most of this data resides in different, unconnected sources, and CX pros struggle to link 
them and to identify themes of CX challenges or opportunities.54

AI-based tools that use pattern recognition across data sources, coupled with predictive analytics, 
can surface the issues or opportunities stakeholders should care about most. The CX team at 
Optum brought together behavioral data from its ticketing system with CX quality data, loyalty data, 
and business metrics like renewals.55 Patterns in this data helped Optum identify opportunities to 
improve the client experience. Optum now proactively tracks repeat callers and has a higher-level 
team make callbacks and own the ticket because of the otherwise negative impact on loyalty. 
Optum is exploring expanding its work to include product usage data — for example, flagging a 
customer who hasn’t logged into the system for a while.

8. surface anomalies and emerging issues. CX pros often fail to detect small changes to 
experiences and emerging issues. That’s because most CX pros monitor only a limited number 
of metrics. Even CX pros who set triggers for a larger number of metrics miss anomalies or new 
patterns they didn’t expect and therefore didn’t know to look for.

Using AI to parse through data helps flag patterns even if CX pros aren’t actively looking for them. 
For example, Intuit, working with Stratifyd, found that column sizing was an issue for first-time 
users of the software, an issue that the firm hadn’t known to look for.56 Analytics firm UserReplay 
collects behavior data (e.g., clicks or scrolling) and applies machine learning algorithms to identify 
when customers struggle (e.g., where users engage in repetitive actions). For an online retail client, 
UserReplay found that some customers got stuck while trying to pay when one item in the basket 
had just sold out because the error message for customers didn’t indicate which item. So, customers 
had to remove and re-add items, which frustrated them and led to cart abandonment. UserReplay 
estimated the annualized opportunity of adding a clearer error message at £986,000.57

9. provide guidance to find insights faster. The analysis of CX data is labor-intensive and slow: 
Starting with relevant trends or conspicuous changes in metrics, CX pros (or the business 
stakeholders who want to mine the data) define and investigate the why behind the changes. To 
do that, they need to answer questions like: Did metrics change because customers perceived CX 
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as better or worse, or because of other, external influences (e.g., bad press for the company)? If 
changes resulted from better or worse CX performance, what were the root causes (e.g., outages, 
lack of employee training)?

AI-enabled BI tools suggest areas to explore and recommend next steps to explain the results (see 
Figure 5).58 For example, the VoC lead at Salesforce used Salesforce’s own AI-based analytics tool, 
Salesforce Einstein Discovery.59 Even though the Einstein Discovery team wasn’t familiar with the 
work of the VoC team, within a few hours they delivered 10 top insights — the same conclusions 
and insights that it took the VoC owner several months to find.60 The tool also surfaced a specific 
pattern — the likelihood to recommend (LTR) in Japan was below that of the Americas — and 
simultaneously presented a possible explanation: Respondents in a specific job function — 
whose LTR is generally higher — are less represented in the survey sample in Japan than in the 
Americas.61 Therefore, the lower LTR in Japan might have been due to a difference in sample and 
cultural bias, not necessarily due to different CX.

10. augment and train employees. Analysis of human-to-human interactions typically happens long 
after the experience occurs. For example, call center supervisors might use survey responses and 
some quality monitoring results to coach employees once a week or month. Because coaching 
is disconnected in time from customer interactions, there is less likelihood that employees will 
internalize it.

Using in-stream analytics, firms can analyze interactions as they occur and use that to augment and 
train employees to drive real-time CX improvements (see Figure 6). Humana, working with Cogito, 
and Transport for London, working with Clarabridge, have piloted real-time prompts for employees: 
notifications on how to change behavior during a call in the case of Humana and suggestions for how 
to respond to customer tweets in the case of Transport for London.62 AI also improves a firm’s ability 
to help employees practice customer-centric behaviors, as shown by Humana, working with Cogito, 
and by a workforce solutions company, working with Onsophic and Intago.63

11. add narratives to dashboards. Dashboards created by CX professionals trained in data analysis 
can feel overwhelming for business stakeholders: It’s hard to know what to pay attention to and 
what the data means.

AI-enabled business intelligence (BI) can improve usability of dashboards for business stakeholders 
by adding a narrative using natural language generation (NLG).64 Used side by side with data 
visualizations, those narratives help explain the meaning behind the data shown (see Figure 7).65 
While NLG is not yet standard on dashboards, there are interesting success stories that can inspire 
CX pros.66 For example, USAA’s decision science team uses Narrative Science’s NLG tool, Quill, to 
improve marketing analytics dashboards.67

12. let users query data naturally. Even if business stakeholders have access to CX data or 
dashboards, these dashboards fall short of providing full self-service: Stakeholders must depend 
on members of the CX or data analytics team to explain and/or conduct further analysis.
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Using natural language querying and generation, stakeholders can interact with CX metrics insights 
in completely new ways and with little to no knowledge about the underlying data structures or 
metadata.68 That helps them find issues more quickly, query the data, and get pointers for CX 
improvement recommendations. For example, ARTI, the chatbot of interaction analytics provider 
ContentSquare, surfaces interesting findings with recommendations for what to do about them (see 
Figure 8-1).69 Similarly, Dynatrace, an application performance monitoring vendor, offers its services 
via text or voice input.70 Nontechnical users can simply ask, “Did our site have any problems 
yesterday between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.?” and get the answer in Slack or Alexa. When customers ask 
Dynatrace’s virtual assistant, Davis, a question, Davis might make suggestions like, “You might also 
want to look into system Y” or “You might want to run analysis Z” (see Figure 8-2).
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figure 5 Examples Of Recommended Next Clicks To Explain The Results

Source: GoodData (top) and Yellow�n (bottom)

A machine learning 
algorithm offers an 
explanation of the 
root cause of a 
December 14 peak in 
outstanding invoices.

Machine learning based on 
collaborative usage suggests 
looking at a trend and/or a 
comparison chart.
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figure 6 Examples Of Firms That Use AI To Enable Employees In Real Time For Better CX Delivery

Firm
How the firm augments employees in real time and supports
deliberate practice

Humana, working 
with Cogito

Transport for 
London, working 
with Clarabridge

Workforce solutions 
�rm, working with 
Onsophic and Intago

Health insurer Humana worked with voice analytics provider Cogito to pilot 
showing noti�cations to agents, based on AI-enabled analysis of behavioral 
signals and conversational dynamics. 

Humana leverages Cogito to deliver in-call speaking guidance to its call center 
agents as well as a dashboard to assist employees with self-directed training.

Customers who spoke with agents using Cogito reported a 28% higher Net 
Promoter Score (NPS).* What’s more, issue resolution improved by 6%, and 
average call time and escalations decreased.

Two-thirds of agents using the Cogito tool reported improvements to their 
customer engagement.

Transport for London is working with text analytics �rm Clarabridge to analyze 
customer tweets in real time. A machine learning algorithm suggests how agents 
can reply in order to deliver better and faster responses.

Training technology vendor Onsophic uses arti�cial intelligence to cater to 
employees’ training needs and deliver on-the-job training and simulator-based 
training. To improve customer centricity for a multinational workforce solutions 
company, Onsophic partnered with voice of the customer �rm Intago. Intago 
captured customer feedback as a success measure and identi�ed key CX drivers. 
Onsophic used the identi�ed drivers to deliver interventions in the form of 
personalized micro learnings to employees.

An ABC test con�rmed that the interventions worked to improve customer 
feedback. The A group was prepared for interventions and received them; the B 
group was prepared for interventions but didn’t receive any; and the C group was 
the control group. A outperformed B and strongly outperformed C.

* Net Promoter and NPS are registered service marks, and Net Promoter Score is a service mark, 
of Bain & Company, Inc., Satmetrix Systems, Inc., and Fred Reichheld.

† The vendor sells its software only to Lenovo.
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figure 7 Natural Language Generation Helps Explain Data Visualizations

Source: TIBCO Software (top) and Tableau Software (bottom)

Machine-generated 
natural language 
narratives change 
dynamically when 
users slice/dice data 
and visualizations.
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figure 8 Dynatrace And ContentSquare Provide Chatbots So Users Can Easily Interact With Data

ContentSquare’s chatbot Arti surfaces �ndings and provides recommendations8-1

Source: ContentSquare
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figure 8 Dynatrace And ContentSquare Provide Chatbots So Users Can Easily Interact With Data (Cont.)

Source: Dynatrace

Dynatrace’s Davis chatbot lets users query data and makes recommendations8-2

recommendations

Start Preparing Now For AI Success In CX Measurement

CX pros can only successfully use AI to make their CX measurement programs more effective and 
efficient if they realize that AI creates new challenges. To overcome these challenges, CX pros must:

 › partner with analytics and privacy peers to ensure quality, unbiased insights. The results 
produced by AI are only as useful as the data that feeds the models: Bad data results in bad or 
biased insights.71 With companies racing to add new data sources, data quality will become an 
even greater challenge.72 What’s more, firms might inadvertently create personally identifiable 
information when using AI algorithms.73 CX pros should know the most important questions to ask 
their peers in data science, business intelligence, and privacy to prevent these risks. To ensure 
quality results and guard against bias, ask these questions: Did we avoid a sampling bias to keep 
our models fundamentally sound?74 Are the models accessible, i.e., can the results be explained? 
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Are the models inclusive and empathetic, i.e., do the models not exclude people from access to 
products or services based on race, age, gender, or other discriminatory factors?75 Where are we 
on the slippery slope of data manipulation?76

 › piggyback on existing ai-enabled tools in your firm. Most large companies experiment with 
several types of AI tools — from conversational interface providers to AI-enabled BI tools. Some 
of those will be internal developments, but most will be from outside vendors. Work with your 
customer analytics team and other stakeholders to find out which tools are currently used. 
Then determine how they can advance the measurement program by creating data you need or 
helping you mine or share data more effectively. For example, if your firm is experimenting with 
conversational interfaces, advocate for including a survey or feedback prompt in the end of each 
conversation, for mining chatbot data for what customers struggle with, and for asking the chatbot 
provider whether the chatbot can be applied to querying CX data by business stakeholders.77

 › Build your critical thinking and convincing skills. CX pros struggle to prioritize a seemingly 
endless stream of opportunities and requests that come their way and to convince stakeholders 
to act on the top issues.78 AI increases the insights available, putting an even higher burden on 
CX pros’ ability to sift through them. To cope, CX pros must first establish and then evolve and 
advance their CX prioritization capabilities.79 CX pros should also choose simple AI models where 
possible because it can be hard or even impossible to retrace how some models work.80 That’s a 
big leap for CX pros and their audiences, who are still getting used to the fact that traditional, rules-
based text analytics models can turn unstructured text data into structured data. CX pros must be 
able to interpret the results and work with stakeholders to create the quick wins that will convince 
others that the results make sense.

 › update cx measurement programs to measure the impact of ai on cx. CX measurement 
becomes even more crucial in the world of AI. As companies adopt AI to influence customer 
interactions, it will be up to the CX team to monitor the impact. CX pros must constantly monitor 
the experiences that AI influences, especially because a lot of these systems are black boxes that 
will learn and change over time. CX feedback will help (re)train the algorithms to avoid making 
predictions that drive bad CX.
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Endnotes
1 CX measurement programs have two tasks: The first is to track and analyze what happens when customers interact 

with their brand, how they perceive those interactions, and what they do as a result. The second is to communicate 
CX metrics with actionable insights to employees and partners.

2 Source: Forrester’s Q3 2017 Global State Of Customer Experience Programs Online Survey.

3 Venture Scanner had, as of January 2018, classified 2,029 AI startups into 13 categories that collectively raised $27 
billion in funding. Source: “Artificial Intelligence Sector Overview - Q4 2017,” Venture Scanner, January 29, 2018 
(https://www.venturescanner.com/blog/2018/artificial-intelligence-sector-overview-q4-2017).

And among global data and analytics decision makers that Forrester surveyed, the share who told Forrester that 
their firm was investing in AI rose from 40% in 2016 to 51% in 2017. Source: Forrester Analytics Global Business 
Technographics® Data And Analytics Survey, 2016 and 2017.

For more information, see the Forrester report “Predictions 2018: The Honeymoon For AI Is Over.”

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES139744
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4 Forrester defines AI as “the theory and capabilities that strive to mimic human intelligence through experience and 
learning.” See the Forrester report “TechRadar™: Artificial Intelligence Technologies, Q1 2017” and see the Forrester 
report “TechRadar™: Automation Technologies, Robotics, And AI In The Workforce, Q2 2017.”

5 See the Forrester report “TechRadar™: Artificial Intelligence Technologies, Q1 2017.”

6 Source: James Vincent, “Facebook’s head of AI wants us to stop using the Terminator to talk about AI,” The Verge, 
October 26, 2017 (https://www.theverge.com/2017/10/26/16552056/a-intelligence-terminator-facebook-yann-lecun-
interview).

7 Forrester defines deep learning as “a rapidly evolving set of technologies and algorithms used by researchers, 
data scientists, and/or developers to build, train, and test artificial neural networks for use in predictive models to 
probabilistically predict outcomes and/or identify complex patterns in data.” See the Forrester report “Deep Learning: 
An AI Revolution Started For Courageous Enterprises.”

Deep learning has become more practical due to higher computing power, readily available labeled data to train the 
algorithm, and well-adopted frameworks like Google TensorFlow. In addition to that, Forrester has seen a boost due to 
higher interest from businesses and lower barriers to entry with more people being trained in deep learning.

To get an idea of what deep learning can accomplish, check out the video from Danny Lange, VP of AI and machine 
learning at Unity Technologies, about training a computer algorithm in only 6 hours to successfully play a game of 
“chicken crosses the road.” In order to achieve that, the firm used deep learning that reinforced wanted behaviors 
with positive rewards and unwanted behaviors with negative rewards (e.g., if the computer prevented the chicken from 
running into cars while crossing the road, it was rewarded with staying alive longer). Source: “Unity Machine Learning 
- Reinforcement Learning Demo,” YouTube video, June 30, 2017 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fiQsmdwEGT8&
feature=share).

Source: Danny Lange, “Emotion AI Loop in Next-Generation Digital Experiences,” Affective Emotion AI Summit, 
September 13, 2017.

Source: Arthur Juliani, “Unity AI – Reinforcement Learning with Q-Learning,” Unity Blog, August 22, 2017 (https://
blogs.unity3d.com/2017/08/22/unity-ai-reinforcement-learning-with-q-learning/).

Deep learning allows analyses with more complexity (e.g., a variable could both be positively and negatively correlated 
to an outcome depending on the other variables at play). Deep learning makes existing analyses and rules-based 
systems more effective because it helps identify weak spots in the rules or analyses. Deep learning increases scale 
because the models are embedded in software and can be replicated digitally in perpetuity.

Many experts consider Alex Krizhevsky’s 2012 ILSVRC victory (ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge) 
the beginning of the new age for neural nets (which existed previously) because he used them to classify photos and 
used GPUs to train the system much more efficiently than previously possible.

8 Fewer than a quarter of companies are currently using deep learning or other cognitive techniques. See the Forrester 
report “The State Of Customer Analytics 2017.”

That’s not surprising, given the challenges of deep learning: Deep learning requires effective data management; 
demands large, well-annotated training data sets; is inherently opaque and hard to explain; requires a hardware 
budget; and demands smart, perseverant developers. See the Forrester report “Deep Learning: An AI Revolution 
Started For Courageous Enterprises.”

Currently, training of deep learning models is not highly automated. In the next three to five years, Forrester expects 
training to be more automated through unsupervised deep learning, and that’s the real nut to crack for researchers 
and companies investing in AI technology. See the Forrester report “Deep Learning: An AI Revolution Started For 
Courageous Enterprises.”

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES129161
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES136708
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES129161
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES137026
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES137026
https://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES137138
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES137026
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES137026
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES137026
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES137026
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9 A model is a combination of an algorithm that is trained using a specific data source. Deep learning, for example, 
requires labeled data that teaches a machine learning algorithm how to perform its function. See the Forrester report 
“Deep Learning: An AI Revolution Started For Courageous Enterprises.”

10 Deep neural networks have particularly voracious appetites for training data. For example, the team of Microsoft 
researchers who won the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge in 2015, beating humans at classifying 
images for the first time in history, used 1.2 million images to train their deep neural networks.

Source: Richard Eckel, “Microsoft Researchers’ Algorithm Sets ImageNet Challenge Milestone,” Microsoft Research 
Blog, February 10, 2015 (https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/blog/microsoft-researchers-algorithm-sets-
imagenet-challenge-milestone/).

See the Forrester report “Deep Learning: An AI Revolution Started For Courageous Enterprises.”

11 Semisupervised learning uses a small amount of labeled data with a large amount of unlabeled data. Unsupervised 
learning doesn’t use any labeled training data, and fully supervised learning uses completely labeled training data.

12 Mighty AI and Figure Eight (formerly CroudFlower) are companies that focus on creating training data (i.e., labeling 
unstructured data).

Open source options for deep learning are TensorFlow, which is led by Google; ConvNetJS, a JavaScript 
implementation of neural networks and their common modules, which includes numerous browser-based examples; 
Caffe, a deep learning library with Python and MATLAB bindings; and Deeplearning4j, an industrial-strength deep 
learning framework for Java and Scala.

Source: Matthew Mayo, “Top 10 Deep Learning Projects on Github,” KDnuggets, January 2016 (http://www.
kdnuggets.com/2016/01/top-10-deep-learning-github.html).

13 In most cases, deep learning comes embedded in the voice, image, and natural language processing cloud services 
that vendors provide. See the Forrester report “Deep Learning: An AI Revolution Started For Courageous Enterprises.”

14 For example, many interactions that customers have with firms leave a data trail, including digital interactions (e.g., 
scrolling, typing, and mouse movements) or call and chat (e.g., call recordings and chat transcripts). In addition, 
customers create data as they reflect about experiences — either because firms ask them to in surveys or because 
customers create it proactively (e.g., social media reviews, images they share online). And many firms have a variety of 
data about what customers do as the result of their experiences (e.g., in transactional and financial data as well as in 
customer records).

15 Source: Forrester’s Q4 2016 State Of Customer Experience Programs Online Survey.

16 Most customer-facing text analytics platforms rely heavily on rules-based approaches and have limited machine 
learning functionality. VoC vendors with text analytics capability will sometimes offer a “starting” model, and then 
analysts will adjust the rules on the firm’s data set. But some companies also require their users to build models from 
scratch. See the Forrester Report “Now Tech: AI-Based Text Analytics Platforms, Q2 2018.”

The rules used are typically a combination of statistical and linguistic rules. Linguistic rules are unique to each 
language and use natural language processing to detect parts of speech; identify sentence “triples” (subject, action, 
and object); handle incorrect grammar and spelling; and identify synonyms. Statistical language analysis is mostly 
language-independent. It relies on word counts, proximities, and sequences. These sequences can be a series of 
related words (i.e., lexical chains) or associations between words to help determine their context (word nets). See the 
Forrester report “Q&A: Seven Questions CX Pros Should Ask Before Diving Into Text Analytics.”

17 The symptom is typically that the number of words that are not classified or don’t bear sentiment increases.

18 Companies typically use different models for different sources of feedback (e.g., social versus survey comments); 
different types of customers or lines of business; and different types of feedback (text from comments, text from 
emails, text from speech-to-text transcripts).

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES137026
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES137026
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES137026
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES141339
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES137601
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19 See the Forrester report “Q&A: Six Questions To Ask Before Diving Into Text Analytics.”

20 They do this by identifying words and phrases for which existing rules don’t assign a topic or sentiment. Based on 
those insights, vendors either update their ontologies or provide an interface that allows a user to add new rules.

The quality of the AI-based tools is only as good as the training data that was used to train the model initially. To apply 
a model in another context requires transfer learning. That means to apply a model that is trained in one environment 
(e.g., long-form content) in another context (e.g., brief feedback comments) requires the model to learn new things 
and ignore certain things it has learned. If the training data is very different from the data the firm wants to mine, the 
transfer learning will take more time. Source: Interview with Rebecca Metz, head of corporate communications and 
analyst relations at Lexalytics, August 2017 to October 2017.

Most tools that focus on unsupervised or only somewhat supervised learning still allow users to codify predetermined 
business rules and business-relevant topics in the models.

21 Artificial intelligence techniques like neural networks often form the advanced components of unsupervised text 
analytics platforms. “Deep learning can produce more robust text and vision systems that hold their accuracy when 
analyzing data far different from what they were trained on. Plus, unsupervised techniques make it practical to 
keep up with the rapid evolution of everyday language,” said AlchemyAPI CEO Elliot Turner. Source: Seth Grimes, 
“Text Analytics 2014,” Breakthrough Analysis, April 11, 2014 (https://breakthroughanalysis.com/2014/04/11/text-
analytics-2014).

22 In his paper, Aditya Joshi wrote: “The Free Dictionary defines sarcasm as a form of verbal irony that is intended to 
express contempt or ridicule. The figurative nature of sarcasm makes it an often-quoted challenge for sentiment 
analysis. Sarcasm has a negative implied sentiment but may not have a negative surface sentiment. A sarcastic 
sentence may carry positive surface sentiment (for example, ‘Visiting dentists is so much fun!’), negative surface 
sentiment (for example, ‘His performance in Olympics has been terrible anyway’ as a response to the criticism of an 
Olympic medalist) or no surface sentiment (for example, the idiomatic expression ‘and I am the queen of England’ 
is used to express sarcasm). Since sarcasm implies sentiment, detection of sarcasm in a text is crucial to predicting 
the correct sentiment of the text.” Source: Aditya Joshi, Pushpak Bhattacharyya, and Mark J Carman, “Automatic 
Sarcasm Detection: A Survey,” Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology 
Bombay, 2017 (https://www.cse.iitb.ac.in/~pb/papers/acm-csur17-sarcasm-survey.pdf).

23 Source: Yonghui Wu, Mike Schuster, Zhifeng Chen, Quoc V. Le, Mohammad Norouzi, Wolfgang Macherey, Maxim 
Krikun, Yuan Cao, Qin Gao, Klaus Macherey, Jeff Klingner, Apurva Shah, Melvin Johnson, Xiaobing Liu, Łukasz Kaiser, 
Stephan Gouws, Yoshikiyo Kato, Taku Kudo, Hideto Kazawa, Keith Stevens, George Kurian, Nishant Patil, Wei Wang, 
Cliff Young, Jason Smith, Jason Riesa, Alex Rudnick, Oriol Vinyals, Greg Corrado, Macduff Hughes, and Jeffrey Dean, 
“Google’s Neural Machine Translation System: Bridging the Gap between Human and Machine Translation,” Cornell 
University Library, October 8, 2016 (https://arxiv.org/abs/1609.08144).

24 See the Forrester report “Artificial Intelligence Supercharges Speech Analytics.”

25 To mine speech — beyond the words a customer uses — requires data scientists, audio engineers, and linguists 
to propose, implement, and validate speech patterns. Traditional speech analytics techniques look for prespecified 
linguistic patterns (e.g., when a representative is being rude) or high-level correlations between text (e.g., classifying 
conversations by topic).

In instances where detecting a set of defined patterns is very important to the business, such as when ensuring 
adherence to a script for regulatory compliance, traditional techniques generate high ROI, but they are too costly to 
apply to a broad set of use cases. See the Forrester report “Artificial Intelligence Supercharges Speech Analytics.”

26 Deep learning has made voice synthesis and transcription from voice to text and text to voice very close to 100% 
accurate, doing as good a job as humans.

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES129411
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES139795
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES139795
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For instance, at the Google Next 2017 conference, speakers’ talks were synthesized and transcribed in real time in 
near-perfect, human-readable text and broadcasted on videos to thousands of attendees. See the Forrester report 
“Deep Learning: An AI Revolution Started For Courageous Enterprises.”

In 2016, Microsoft researchers reached human parity in speech recognition, an historic achievement, using Microsoft 
Cognitive Toolkit. The milestone means that, for the first time, a computer can recognize the words in a conversation 
as well as a person would. Source: Allison Linn, “Historic Achievement: Microsoft researchers reach human parity in 
conversational speech recognition,” The AI Blog, October 18, 2016 (https://blogs.microsoft.com/next/2016/10/18/
historic-achievement-microsoft-researchers-reach-human-parity-conversational-speech-recognition/#XpykDavZhjVaf
OzJ.99).

IBM has also shown significant advancements in speech recognition. Source: George Saon, “Reaching new records 
in speech recognition,” IBM Watson blog, March 7, 2017 (https://www.ibm.com/blogs/watson/2017/03/reaching-new-
records-in-speech-recognition/).

27 AI solves the complexity, speed, and cost challenges inherent in analyzing customer conversations and reveals 
practical, scalable insights that are hidden in traditional speech analytics techniques, insights that even humans can’t 
find. These apps can analyze not just what is said, but everything that is known about the context, and then compare 
this with every other customer interaction to suggest new ways to improve business outcomes. Speech analytics is a 
technology that processes audio signals and captures linguistic information (such as phonemes, words, and phrases) 
and other information (such as entities, concepts, intent, and emotion). This information can be used for business 
insight or to drive other application functionality. Example techniques include phonetic indexing, continuous text 
recognition, voice pattern matching, and probabilistic text modeling.

That’s why many speech analytics vendors have started incorporating AI algorithms. For example, analytics provider 
Marchex developed its own deep-learning speech-to-text system that was significantly more accurate than third-party 
alternatives for transcribing conversations, and call center analytics firm CallMiner uses a recurrent neural net-based 
system for its transcription. See the Forrester report “Artificial Intelligence Supercharges Speech Analytics.”

28 These include pitch, tone, pace, vocal efforts, turn taking, and mimicry.

29 Source: Paul Dughi, “11 Fast Facts: New data on internet usage, advertising, video, and privacy,” Medium, June 
2, 2016 (https://medium.com/advertising-trends/11-fast-facts-new-data-on-internet-usage-advertising-video-and-
privacy-d30438a5edcf).

30 Platforms like AWS, IBM, Microsoft, and Micro Focus (formerly HP) IDOL offer image or video analysis capabilities. 
Specialized firms include Clarifai (custom image models), Dittolabs, Logograb, and VoxPopMe.

VoC vendors InMoment and Customerville build on image tagging functionality from AWS and Google, and Microsoft, 
respectively.

31 Source: Interview with Jane Zupan, senior director of product marketing at Crimson Hexagon, February 21, 2018.

32 With just a text query, Crimson Hexagon would have missed much of the nuance: The hashtags typically didn’t include 
the name of the navigation app provider, so the number of results returned was low, and it wouldn’t have been able 
to identify the co-occurrence of topics like travel and exercise with the name of the technology company and the 
screenshot of a map.

33 For the effect of customer emotions on loyalty, see the Forrester report “The US Customer Experience Index, 2017.”

In Forrester’s Q4 2016 State Of Customer Experience Programs Online Survey, only 21% of respondents say they use 
sentiment as a metric to gauge CX performance and only 1% say they use a ratio of negative to positive emotions. 
And based on a variety of conversations with CX pros about their CX measurement programs, only very few measure 
specific emotions.
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34 Emotion cues beyond customers’ self-expressions of feelings (what they say and write) include customers’ 
neurophysiological reactions (think heart rate and perspiration) and customers’ social-expressive behaviors (like facial 
expressions, intonation, and body language).

CX pros use customers’ answers to survey questions with emotion scales or mine customers’ text feedback. Emotion 
scales in surveys are used in conjunction with questions that prompt customers to select one or several emotions — 
that describe how they feel or felt — from a predetermined list of emotions. Emotion mining in comments or reviews is 
mostly a rules-based approach to determine which words or word combinations signify which emotions.

35 For example, a discerning and previously frustrated customer might be less likely to feel pleased, but if she does, 
chances are she will be more loyal than a typically delighted customer who is only pleased.

36 Emotions aren’t natural instinctive reactions. Neither is there a universal framework across cultures or even across 
situations in which physiological or social-expressive behaviors signify what emotion. Rather, our brain cognitively 
appraises our physiological reactions to certain events, and this appraisal determines which emotion we feel. And 
how we appraise a physiological reaction depends on our personality and the current situation. Source: Lisa Feldman 
Barrett and Kang Lee, “Decoding Our Emotions,” Ted Radio Hour, March 9, 2018.

37 In some cases, these algorithms can detect the general state of the customers’ emotions (positive, neutral, or 
negative) and very specific emotions (e.g., rage, frustration, and disgust).

For detecting emotions in text, common-sense reasoning systems (CSRSes) help identify emotions based on 
how customers express themselves. CSRSes are built to guess the meaning of new words from context and then 
refine those guesses over time. There are two forms of common-sense reasoning systems: logic- or rules-driven 
representations (e.g., Cyc project by Cycorp) and associative, analogy-based, or language-based (e.g., Open Mind 
Common Sense or ConceptNet by Marvin Minsky, Push Singh, Catherine Havasi, conceptnet.io). Source: Catherine 
Havasi, “Who’s Doing Common-Sense Reasoning And Why It Matters,” TechCrunch, August 10, 2014 (https://
techcrunch.com/2014/08/09/guide-to-common-sense-reasoning-whos-doing-it-and-why-it-matters/).

Text analytics vendor Adoreboard used common-sense reasoning to identify emotions among customers of a 
transportation provider. The analysis showed what caused rage in customers — bad Wi-Fi connections — so the 
transportation could invest money in this most important improvement. For an example of a different case study, see 
the Luminoso Case Study. Source: “Automating customer insights for financial service,” Luminoso (https://luminoso.
com/writable/files/Case-Study_Financial-Services_Data-Exploration.compressed.pdf).

For more information, see the Forrester report “The Future Of CX Measurement.”

Source: Interview with Fabrice Martin, chief product officer at Clarabridge, March 14, 2018.

Source: Interview with Rebecca Metz, head of corporate communications & analyst relations at Lexalytics, August to 
October 2017.

Source: Affectiva Emotion AI Summit, Sept 13, 2017.

For more information, see the Forrester report “The CMO’s Guide To Emotion.”

Cogito and Mattersight both use machine learning to identify distress or a need for empathy, but the data they use 
differs. Mattersight mines call recordings for data attributes like productive interaction time, empathy level of the 
agent, and pauses during the conversation. It combines this data with other data like customer service history or 
product ownership as input for its models that discern customers who are in distress. Cogito uses variables like pitch, 
tone, pace, vocal efforts, turn taking, and mimicry as input into its machine learning algorithms that identify when a 
customer needs empathy. For more information, see the Forrester report “The Future Of CX Measurement.”

Source: “Stressed? There’s an App for That,” The Life Change Group, September 9, 2017 (http://thelifechangegroup.
com/2017/09/09/sharecare-stress-app/) and Sharecare (https://www.sharecare.com/).
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Clicktale captures when a mouse moves, hovers, scrolls, taps, and pinches and uses machine learning algorithms 
to identify a customer’s digital body language and states of mind. Source: “Discover your customers’ digital body 
language,” Clicktale (https://www.clicktale.com/media/3727/clicktale_digital_body_language_guide.pdf).

Thermal imaging interprets heat signatures from the body and identifies likely emotions. Thermal imaging is best at 
measuring whether customers feel positive, negative, or neutral. Kang Lee says his tool can differentiate between 
three states — positive, neutral, and negative — at about 93% accuracy. The accuracy for specific emotions is lower. 
For example, for disgust, the accuracy is about 89%, but for fear — which Kang Lee calls the “most difficult one” 
— accuracy is at about 64%. Source: Kang Lee, “Can Technology Detect Our Hidden Emotions?” TED Radio Hour, 
March 9, 2018, (https://www.npr.org/2018/03/09/591879723/kang-lee-can-technology-detect-our-hidden-emotions).

Source: Rob Matheson, “Wearable device reveals consumer emotions,” MIT News, June 12, 2017 (http://news.mit.
edu/2017/wearable-device-reveals-consumer-emotions-0712).

For more information on how CMOs and CX pros can better understand customer emotion and use it more 
purposefully, see the Forrester report “The CMO’s Guide To Emotion.”

38 By feeding the contextual data into the algorithm.

39 Research by Mohammed Hoque and Rosalind W. Picard found differences between types of smiles in different 
contexts. In 90% of the natural cases, participants smiled during the frustrating interaction, despite self-reporting 
significant frustration with the experience. Source: Mohammed E. Hoque and Rosalind W. Picard, “Acted vs. 
natural frustration and delight: Many people smile in natural frustration,” Face and Gesture, 2011 (https://www.
semanticscholar.org/paper/Acted-vs.-natural-frustration-and-delight%3A-Many-in-Hoque-Picard/2383743d3a482c20
5efdb435dafbdd8e9909cbf4).

40 Surveys could help CX pros to prompt customers to share how they remember experiences. That’s important because 
the “remembering self,” the memories customers have about experiences, drives future decisions. Source: Daniel 
Kahneman, Thinking, Fast and Slow, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2011.

41 Companies today seem to see surveys mostly as a way to automate and scale the collection of data points, not as 
a tool for getting feedback: CX measurement surveys usually ask a battery of questions the company cares about. 
(Ideally these questions reflect customer expectations, but in practice, many surveys aren’t designed that way). Not all 
surveys include an option for customers to express feedback in an open comment field.

42 Many survey invites use phrases like, “we want to know what you think,” “tell us what you think” or “your feedback is 
important to us.”

43 CFM vendor InMoment found 23% richer comments when it allowed customers to record audio comments as 
compared to requiring customers to type the comments. Source: InMoment presentation by Joel Diamond at CX 
Elevated, Birmingham, May 8, 2018.

44 Those responses can help to empathize (e.g., apologize for a negative experience); get more details about the 
experience; and even provide information to customers (e.g., to share an upcoming solution to the problem the 
customer mentions, a URL to get more information, or a customer service number to call to resolve the issue). Vendors 
working on this include CFM vendors like Clarabridge, InMoment, Medallia, Rant & Rave, and market research vendors 
like Quester.

45 These rules can, for example, prioritize prompts that have resulted in the customer leaving more detailed feedback.

46 Currently, those providers focus on the use case of understanding the intent of customers that contact a firm. Their 
tools’ conversational intelligence can identify what customers say or type, interact with internal systems or databases 
to look up information, remember what customers said earlier in a conversation, and generate written and/or spoken 
natural language responses.
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These vendors use a combination of natural language processing and machine learning to parse customers’ spoken or 
written inputs and identify intent, i.e., what customers would like to do.

This might also be a chance to get more honest feedback: Studies show that people more willingly express negative 
emotions when they talk to a computer and not a human. Source: “The computer will see you now,” The Economist, 
August 20, 2014 (https://www.economist.com/science-and-technology/2014/08/20/the-computer-will-see-you-now).

47 In a typical transactional survey, a sample of customers (about 20% to 30%) are invited to take a survey in the first 
place. And of those invited, typically only 10% to 25% respond. Therefore, surveys capture only between 2% (worst 
case, 10% of 20%) and 7.5% (best case, 25% of 30%) of interactions.

48 In our conversations with CX pros, declining survey response rates are a recurring issue that those CX pros bring up. 
That’s not surprising, given the flood of survey requests that customers encounter and the relatively poor experience 
when customers respond to a survey invite.

49 This uses speech and text analysis, combined with deep and machine learning to identify patterns. The output is a 
probability that a customer would give a specific score. See the Forrester report “The Future Of CX Measurement.”

50 See the Forrester report “The Future Of CX Measurement.”

51 Net Promoter and NPS are registered service marks, and Net Promoter Score is a service mark, of Bain & Company, 
Inc., Satmetrix Systems, Inc., and Fred Reichheld.

52 Insights derived from data and analytics have expiration dates, and like crops in the field they need to be harvested 
before they rot. If enterprises don’t act on insights within a given timeframe, they are no longer actionable; in other 
words, the opportunity to change the course of business outcomes will pass. The insights-to-action timeframe — the 
perishability of the insights — varies depending on the type of insight. See the Forrester report “Perishable Insights — 
Stop Wasting Money On Unactionable Analytics.”

53 See the Forrester report “The Top 10 CX Measurement Questions Answered.”

54 Leading enterprises use more than eight sources of data and overcome challenges to data quality for trusted, 
effective, and timely insight.

To assess the state of analytics adoption, including goals, challenges, and analytics sophistication, Forrester and 
Burtch Works fielded an online survey to 229 customer analytics and measurement pros. Compared with our 
2016 benchmarks, we see firms adopting more analytics techniques for deeper customer understanding. We also 
uncovered three levels of analytics sophistication — leaders, followers, and laggards. See the Forrester report “The 
State Of Customer Analytics 2017.”

55 Source: Interview with Matt Larson, senior director, client engagement at Optum, June 15, 2017.

56 Source: Interview with Kevin O’Dell, VP of solutions at Stratifyd, September 27, 2017.

57 The issue occurs 53 times a day; 1.7% manage to purchase something; the average basket value is GBP 63; the 
average item value is GBP 12; and if only one item is sold out we assume a lower basket value of GBP 51. Source: 
Interview with Ruth Peters, CEO, and Phil Smith, CTO, at UserReplay, August 8, 2017.

58 For example, tools like GoodData and YellowFin let users explore based on data patterns, trends, trend reversals, 
outliers, and so on. An AI-enabled BI tool can also suggest the most useful reports and dashboards and “next clicks” 
based on colleagues’ usage patterns. See the Forrester report “AI Unlocks The Business Intelligence In BI.”

59 Source: Interview with Arti Narayanan, senior director, market strategy, and Katelyn Clifford, market strategy and 
analyst relations at Salesforce, September 2017 to November 2017.
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60 AI-technologies can also help shorten surveys. For example, the Einstein Discovery team of Salesforce Einstein 
helped the VoC lead at Salesforce to identify which variables (from the survey) were not useful because they didn’t 
add any predictive value to analyses. The VoC lead identified at least one question and two experience ratings/brand 
perception attributes in a question that could be deleted.

61 The AI develops graphs with supporting text. For example, in this case, “This job function is one point above average 
in your LTR, and this may have been influenced by Japan, which occurred 0% of the time locally but occurs 20% 
normally.” And then Einstein Discovery offers tools that the user could use to dig deeper based on the guidance of 
the AI.

62 Health insurer Humana worked with voice analytics provider Cogito to pilot showing notifications to agents, based on 
AI-enabled analysis of behavioral signals and conversational dynamics.

Humana measured NPS by comparing Cogito CX scores between a control group and a test group and with a survey 
of the two groups. Source: Jeff Bercovici, “Why the Secret to Making Customer Service More Human Isn’t Human at 
All,” Inc.com, July 2017 (https://www.inc.com/magazine/201707/jeff-bercovici/cogito-ai-reads-nonverbal-cues.html).

Source: Interview with Steve Kraus, VP of marketing at Cogito, July 31, 2017.

Source: Interview with Fabrice Martin, chief product officer at Clarabridge, March 14, 2018.

63 See the Forrester report “Why Paying Employees For Delivering Good CX Is A Bad Idea.”

64 See the Forrester report “AI Unlocks The Business Intelligence In BI.”

65 See the Forrester report “AI Unlocks The Business Intelligence In BI.”

66 NLG comprises tools and technology that use advanced modeling to produce human-readable text. It does this 
based on any information that is stored and modeled in databases. Humans can understand the output as if they were 
hearing (via speech) or reading (via text). Firms use NLG in their business intelligence solutions to help summarize 
insights — explain what you are looking at — from a dashboard in a text format that augments visualizations. NLG is 
still in the creation phase, and the tools require a lot of time and effort to train. But Forrester predicts that it will reach 
the growth phase in three to five years.

See the Forrester report “TechRadar™: Business Intelligence Technologies, Q2 2017.”

67 Source: Thomas Neil, “How USAA’s Decision Science Team Tells Stories with Data,” Narrative Science, December 7, 
2017 (https://narrativescience.com/Resources/Resource-Library/Article-Detail-Page/how-usaas-decision-science-
team-tells-stories-with-data).

68 BI vendors are creating chatbots to allow nontechnical users to ask questions and receive dynamically generated data 
visualizations and written highlights without knowing anything about the underlying data structures or metadata. See 
the Forrester report “AI Unlocks The Business Intelligence In BI.”

69 Source: Interview with Efrat Ravid, chief marketing and strategy at ContentSquare, June 26, 2017.

70 See the Forrester report “The Top 10 CX Measurement Questions Answered.”

71 For example, training a deep neural network for facial recognition requires not only facial image data but also 
structured data about the person in the image. If these two types of data are not integrated, it will be impossible to 
develop a facial recognition model. See the Forrester report “Deep Learning: An AI Revolution Started For Courageous 
Enterprises.”

72 Eighty percent of global data and analytics decision makers say their enterprises are investing or planning to 
invest in improving the complete view of the customer across all channels. Source: Forrester Data Global Business 
Technographics Data And Analytics Survey, 2018.
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For more information, see the Forrester report “Battle Of The Data Lakes: Customer Insight Versus Enterprise 
Platform” and see the Forrester report “The State Of Customer Analytics 2017.”

73 There is a risk in using pattern recognition on behavioral data to tie it to other data that may have been collected 
anonymously because that might create personally identifiable information. For example, an algorithm that identifies 
patterns in how people walk (e.g., based on data that is collected by wearables or mobile devices) might be able to 
identify individual persons, making this data personally identifiable information.

74 Algorithms should be trained using enough, well-labeled, and independent and identically distributed training data.

75 Forrester’s FAIR framework ensures models do not create unfair results. See the Forrester report “The Ethics Of AI: 
How To Avoid Harmful Bias And Discrimination.”

76 Firms must watch for the “slippery slope” of data manipulation. For example, some advances in analytics allow firms 
to analyze more types of data at a personally identifiable level.

For the past five years, marketing and CX teams built lakes and hubs to store ever-greater amounts of information 
about customers and prospects. They then handed this data to vendors from agencies and digital experience service 
providers that build customer experiences and interfaces designed to use and create even more data. These vendors 
might have been vetted for their procedural security, but marketers and CX pros rarely thought to set guardrails 
around their use, monetization, or ethics practices. For more information, see the Forrester report “The Future Of 
Cybersecurity And Privacy: Defeat The Data Economy’s Demons.”

77 Chatbot and natural language recognition vendor Nuance works with clients to mine transcripts of customer 
interactions with Nuance’s chatbot using text analysis. The analysis shows which topics customers mention in live 
chat, how often, and what exactly they ask. Using this approach, a major telecommunications provider observed a 
significant increase in chats from current customers after a site redesign. Looking deeper into the issue, the firm found 
that due to the redesign, customers could no longer find the log-in section. Source: Interview with Jessica Langdorf, 
director of the Digital Engagement Lab at Nuance, May 11, 2017.

For more details on how to include survey prompts in chatbot interactions, see the Forrester report “The Future Of CX 
Measurement.”

78 See the Forrester report “Prioritize Your CX Efforts By Three Categories.”

Forrester first reported on the ways companies prioritize their CX improvement efforts in 2012. See the Forrester report 
“Manage The Customer Experience Project Portfolio.”

Since then, there’s been relatively little evolution: 90% of companies report that they are just establishing their CX 
prioritization competency, and another 8% are trying to advance to the next stage of maturity. See the Forrester report 
“The State Of CX Management Maturity, 2017.”

79 For how to do that, read the following reports in the CX transformation playbook. See the Forrester report “Prioritize 
Your CX Efforts By Three Categories,” see the Forrester report “Power Prioritization Decisions With A Dynamic Tool,” 
and see the Forrester report “Three Ways To Evolve CX Prioritization.”

80 Machine learning algorithms have varying degrees of transparency: high for models based on regression and 
classification but low for deep learning, which is based on artificial neural networks. For example, regression and 
classification models articulate themselves as equations or decision trees, clearly showing how they arrive at decisions 
and what variables they use to do so. On the other hand, artificial neural networks, the algorithms responsible for 
deep learning, are opaque by nature. See the Forrester report “The Ethics Of AI: How To Avoid Harmful Bias And 
Discrimination.”
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Getting data insights from AI is critical to help any business transform CX. The “Artificial 

Intelligence in Business Gets Real” report from MIT Sloan estimates that 80 percent of 

data is inaccessible, untrusted or unanalyzed by most organizations. To accelerate the 

journey into AI, companies must:

•	 Collect all their data and make it simple for reviewers to access

•	 Organize and create a trusted analytics foundation

•	 Analyze the data to scale insights with AI everywhere

•	 Infuse AI technology into applications to operationalize AI with trust and 

transparency.

Built from the ground up to scale AI-enabled insights, IBM Watson Studio has been 

named a leader in The Forrester Wave™: Multimodal Predictive Analytics And Machine 

Learning, Q3 2018. Watson Studio has benefited organizations across many industries 

including a bank for faster loan approval, a utility company for streamlined systems 

operations and a device company for accelerating autonomous vehicle design process. 

IBM Watson Studio and its related offerings help businesses perform a huge range of 

AI-enabled tasks, ranging from quick credit risk assessments to marketing analytics to 

predictive analytics on a basketball team. 

Together, IBM Watson Studio and Watson Machine Learning provides  capabilities 

and tools for enterprise AI including preparing and shaping data, providing model 

development and training, facilitating model deployment throughout AI/ML lifecycle. 

Without requiring in-depth data science knowledge, users can start building and training 

models at scale where data resides, and deploy them anywhere in a hybrid environment 

so they can operationalize data science faster. 

To learn more, view sample tutorials on the Watson Studio Community, including topics 

such as promoting financial products to bank customers and making targeted offers to 

consumers. Get started with your free cloud trial or desktop trial today to put AI to work 

for your business.
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